#

Alignment
 Lawful

The Dreamway

 Chaotic
We Are The Dreamers of the Dreams (WIS)
 Good

Background
 Foreboding

 Spread Dreams

•
•
•

•
•
•

Made of Dreams
 Control Nightmares

Foodstuffs
Tasty…

☐Food

☐Drink

Terrible…

☐Food

☐Drink

THE DREAMCATCHER

Death Move
Ascension







Dreams






 Dream Hoarder
 Crocodile Tongues in a Monkey Skull
 Dream State

 Ever Watchful

 Exotic Trade

One of your foodstuffs can be processed down (you decide how!) to
cause very peculiar events. Whoever uses this concoction, be it bug,
insect, animal or tree, will undergo a fantastic reversal of fortunes. The
environment will undergo magical transformations, NPCs will find their
luck changing, for good or ill, and PCs can choose one.

When they next roll 12+, mark experience.

When they next roll 6-, count as having rolled 10+ (do not
mark experience)
The foodstuff processed like this counts as one of your foodstuffs of
the type it was created from for the purpose of carrying limits.

 Dream Cave
Increase maximum dreams by one. In addition, you now have a place
of solitude and sanctuary!

 Lightfooted

 marvelous medicine

 tales of the Unexpected

 Dream Fugue
Replaces: Dream State
When you use one of your dreams on yourself to receive a vision, roll
+WIS. On a 12+, you may ask a question, which the GM must answer
truthfully. On a 10-11, you may ask a question which the GM must answer
truthfully, but not necessarily clearly. On a 7-9, the vision will contain true and
half-true elements. On a 6-, the GM’s answers are almost undecipherable, but
you may still be convinced in the truth behind them. You may use this move
again after the next sunset.

 Ever Mindful




 Taste of a Fantasy

 The Magic Finger

Requires: Ever Watchful
When you Discern Realities, on a 12+ the questions you ask need not be
from the Discern Realities list.

 Formula 86 Delayed Action Dream Maker
By reducing down all the dreams you currently possess, you can create
a potion that allows the shifting realities of the drinker’s dreams to take form.
Whoever drinks this potion will shift their physical form to something different,
decided by the GM. The effect will be proportional to the number of dreams
used, with one of each of the following effects for each dream beyond the first
4 spent.

You decide on the form the drinker shifts to.

The effects are permanent without magical help to reverse them.

The mind of the drinker is also transformed.

 Otherworldly
 Whizpop! Whizbang!

Choose a non-multiclass move from a playbook no other player is using, as if
you were one level lower.

